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ensures mine closure
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have a positive impact.

LEADER’S COMMENT

ACHIEVING
SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY

Dr Rob Hough
Director, CSIRO Mineral Resources

In a global context, Australia enjoys its status as a world leader in resource development.
A country resource rich across a range of minerals, attractive to investment and
prospective for new resource discoveries. ROB HOUGH writes
These important factors strongly
position Australian resource companies
to meet the increasing demands and
opportunities that we are seeing unfold
with the global energy transition.
Australian commodities are drawing
unprecedented attention and there is
an increased strategic focus on critical
minerals, with manufacturers seeking
to shore up their security of supply.
With that opportunity, comes the need
to focus on the sustainable development
of these resources with a holistic
view of the value that can be created,
not just economically, but also in
delivering benefits to the environment,
communities and culture.
Such a whole-of-value-chain perspective
extends post-mining where our industry
can create enduring value for the regions
that they work in and communities
that they work with. The United Nation
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)*
seek to ‘build a greener, fairer and
better world’ with mining companies
and sustainable mineral resource
development set to play important roles
in meeting the challenges of delivering
on the goals.

Investors, and indeed broader
communities, are placing increasing
demands on our companies to go the
extra mile, beyond local compliance
commitments, in order to win social and
community support for developments
and for their ongoing operations. None
more so than with the global push for
emissions reduction, where whole value
chains form scope 1 through to scope 3,
requiring us to find new solutions that
can deliver progress as we seek to
achieve Net Zero.
In this issue of Resourceful, we look at
the emissions reduction challenge and
share how we are working to support
the readiness of Australian iron ores
for the production of net-zero emission
steel (a value chain that is currently a
significant contributor to emissions).
We also have a feature on one of our
new ‘future science platforms’ that will
develop new science and engineering in
the field of permanent carbon locking,
exploring how we can enhance natural
processes to accelerate the removal of
carbon dioxide from our atmosphere.
Other articles in this issue capture some
of our activities and collaborations
that are tackling the challenges of
greater Environmental, Social and
Governance (ESG) performance and
working to create that more holistic
value‑based ecosystem.

The transformation of the minerals
sector that comes with this focus on
ESG performance, requires innovative
new science and technology as well as a
deeper focus on community and cultural
engagement. This in turn provides for
operating models and decision trees
within industry that will increasingly
seek to capture the measures of ‘value’
that can come from such innovations
being employed.
As Australia’s national science agency,
we play a trusted advisor role to
community, industry and government
by providing applied and high-quality
science and technology solutions for
the problems that stand in the way of
achieving truly sustainable resource
development and mining operations,
and being able to measure the
sustainability that is achieved.
Australia’s resources are well positioned
to deliver to the global energy
transition, if we can achieve sustainable
development through science and
technology, we will continue to lead
the world as a resources powerhouse –
delivering real impact through science!
DR ROB HOUGH
DIRECTOR, CSIRO MINERAL RESOURCES
+61 8 6436 8763
rob.hough@csiro.au

*UN SDG ref: www.globalgoals.org/goals/
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CRC TIME

PLANNING MINE CLOSURES
FOR A POSITIVE FUTURE
More than 70 partners from industry and research are
collaborating to find solutions to make Australian mine
closures beneficial for communities and the environment
via the Cooperative Research Centre for Transformations in
Mining Economies (CRC TiME). JANE NICHOLLS reports

“We’ve had a mining boom over the past 30 years, and if an
average mine life is between 10 and 30 years, it’s fair to assume
that we’re going to see a mine-closure ‘boom’ off the back of
that,” says Dr Guy Boggs, CEO of the Cooperative Research
Centre for Transformations in Mining Economies (CRC TiME),
which launched in July 2020.
Tracking mine closures in Australia is dynamic, “as we’d expect,
because mining evolves in line with both resource value
and the technology we have to extract it,” says Dr Boggs.
The Minerals Council of Australia estimates that there could
be as many as 65,000 abandoned or former mine sites in
Australia today.
“Mining companies always highlight their environmental,
social and governance (ESG) credentials, but there are of
course tension points around their operations, and one of the
most obvious ones is how a mine is closed,” says Dr Boggs.
“One of the strongest indicators of whether a mine has
succeeded on its ESG goals is whether the business leaves a
positive social, environmental and economic legacy when
it ceases operation, and our CRC is focused on that.”
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BUILDING A PLAN TO
MAKE MINE CLOSURES
A POSITIVE TRANSITION
“We’re at the start of the curve. With all the mines that will
close in the next five, 10, 20 years, it’s a good time for Australia
to prepare for that, and also to find ways to optimise it,
because there are plenty of sources of value.”
After 18 months of foundational work, with 22 projects to
“set the scene”, says Dr Boggs, “now we’re working on our
next phase of project development”.
Many regional communities have multiple mines and several
companies operating in the area, on which they’ve relied for
employment, procurement and general stimulation of the
local economy. In such situations, when one mine is working
towards closure, “it’s not just influenced by what that company
wants to do, but also by what the neighbouring miners are
planning”, says Dr Boggs.
“It’s critical for mining companies to work with each other
and the communities to turn mine closures into regional
transitions, which requires open conversations between all the
stakeholders. The fact that we were able to get the CRC TiME
up and running shows that mining companies understand this.”

Sixteen mining and energy companies and related agencies,
and 21 METS companies are among the partners in the CRC
TiME, including all the majors.
“Research is critical – it’s the nitty gritty,” says Dr Boggs,
who counts 17 research bodies, including CSIRO, as partners
in the CRC. “We need to establish what knowledge we need
to inform this regional planning. Companies recognise they
have to be more open and transparent to demonstrate their
ESG commitments to shareholders and investors, and show
that they are dealing with these complex closing challenges.
Our job is to work with them to help them.”

CSIRO IS HELPING TO
ADVANCE RESEARCH FOR
BENEFICIAL MINE CLOSURES
“We invested in CRC TiME because it fits CSIRO’s mission to
support Australian industry to be sustainable, environmentally
and socially, as well as economically,” says Dr Jason Kirby,
CSIRO’s Lead in the CRC TiME and Principal Research Scientist
in CSIRO’s Land and Water business unit.
The CRC TiME “puts mine closure as a cornerstone of
the industry, creating enduring value and benefits to all
Australians”, says Dr Kirby. “A mine typically operates for a
long time, and there needs to be a plan in place for what
happens afterwards. CSIRO Land and Water is interested in
the environmental aspects, the social aspects and supporting
industry and region to be able to manage that transition to a
post mining future a lot better.”
Dr Kirby leads Data Integration, Forecasting and Scale, one of
the CRC’s four major programs, that has regions in transition
at the heart of the CRC. “Jason’s program is looking at the
cumulative impact of mining and the regional planning
aspect,” says Dr Boggs. “Our ability to forecast risks and
challenges is really important – the better we do that, the
better we can help government, industry and communities
make decisions for the future today.”
There’s overlap between the program areas, says Dr Kirby, data
integration and analytics can drive innovation and research,
help predict and forecast economic, social and environmental
outcomes, and enable better decision making and planning for
closure. His program has three major initiatives under way.

Water skiing at Stockton Lake, a repurposed open
cut coal mine near Collie, Western Australia

“One is a large project looking at management of pit lakes in
Australia with the aim of assessing their risks and potential
benefits and opportunities.” The project team is researching
not only how to reduce the risks of managing pit lakes post a
mine’s closure, but whether there is potential to turn the pit
lake into something of value, for the community and region.
The initiative to assess cumulative regional impact “is about
understanding that a mine doesn’t operate, or close, in
isolation”, he says. “We need to understand the impact of
other industries and other stakeholders within a region for
better decision making and planning.”
The third initiative is to develop ecological forecasting
tools to enable climate-resilient mine-site rehabilitation.
“Climate change presents a risk to effectively achieving mine
closure,” says Dr Kirby “Tools are needed to inform robust,
evidence‑based rehabilitation strategies ensuring a climate
resilient post-mining ecosystem and to provide confidence that
closure criteria can be achieved in the short and long-term.”
Dr Kirby says taking into account how mine closures impact
Traditional Owners is another vital aspect for this CRC.
There has already been a foundation project that examined
how CRC TiME should actively engage with Indigenous voices
to incorporate their values, knowledge, and perspectives.
This falls under Dr Kirby’s program. “First Nations leadership
will help guide CRC strategic directions and through
co‑developed projects to deliver impact for communities
following mine closure,” he says.
Overall, Dr Kirby and his colleagues are focused on what
happens “to this beautiful landscape and communities once
we have finished mining there”.

There is increasing awareness globally that closure is not a
problem you solve at the end of a mine’s life, it’s a fundamental
part of mine design, and of operational decisions.
Kim Ferguson, BHP
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TAKING SPACE, PLACE,
PEOPLE AND TIME
INTO CONSIDERATION
“People have a strong cultural sense of attachment to place,
so we are looking at space, place, people and time for these
regions in transition,” says Professor Fiona Haslam-McKenzie,
leader of the Regional Economic Development program for the
CRC and Co-Director for the Centre for Regional Development
at the University of Western Australia.
“We are working to find out how best to move people, perhaps
not happily but willingly, through the process of mine closures,
and help work out what to do with assets left over from mining
activities in the next phase of the life of this land,” she says.
Professor Haslam-McKenzie says one problem is that the
domino effect of a mine closure on the region is not properly
examined. “How do the plans you have for this landform or this
place impact on the broader community or region?”
She gives the example that developing pit lakes for
water‑skiing or other recreational or tourism use in one region
might have a negative knock-on impact in an adjoining region
with a vibrant tourism market for similar activities. “When we
are considering this kind of repurposing, we need to consider
the economic future at a larger regional scale. You might be
cutting someone else’s lunch, which is why it’s important to
plan on a regional scale to confront those complex questions.”

Despite the difficulty of dealing with myriad considerations,
Professor Haslam-McKenzie is optimistic that the CRC work
will achieve truly positive results for communities. She points
to the pre-CRC TiME example of the Victorian country town of
Stawell, where the closed gold mine has been spectacularly
repurposed to become the Stawell Underground Physics Lab,
the first of its kind in the Southern Hemisphere.
She worked on foundational research for the CRC with
Professor Andrew Beer from the University of Australia.
“Very few places in Australia have repurposed closed mines,
but we found a handful of examples where there has been
successful repurposing or co-alignment,” she says. “It was great
finding these good news stories.”
Repurposing closed mines for tourism ventures will work in a
few specific places, but Professor Haslam-McKenzie cautions
that for many remote regions, such as the Pilbara, those ideas
would not work for “a whole range of reasons, including
accessibility and services”. She says closure solutions need to
be specifically targeted for particular places to “find realistic
alternatives, which also use the skills of the people who are left
in these areas when the mines are gone”.
Stawell is one of her favourite examples, but the research work
authored by Professor Beer for the ‘Post-mining Land Uses’
project for her CRC program found several others, including a
wetland habitat on the Schwenke’s Dam site in Greenbushes,
WA, creating a recreational facility, Lake Kepwari, near Collie,
WA, and a planned pumped-hydro project in the old Fassifern
coal mine near Newcastle, NSW.

Collie, a coal-mining town south of Perth since the early 1900s, is turning to tourism as one way to
future-proof its post-mining economy. Local operators claim the striking artwork on Wellington
Dam is the largest dam mural in the world, and tourism numbers have boomed in the past year.
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Professor Haslam-McKenzie also points to the WA
government’s $100 million investment to support the transition
of the coal-mining region of Collie, including sponsoring
established businesses to set up in the town. “When you go to
Collie now, they’re really quite excited about the future of their
town because they’re being redeployed into other jobs,” she
says. “These are people who’ve been mining for generations.”

CLOSURE PLANS ARE
ESSENTIAL TO ESG GOALS
FOR MINERS
BHP was an early advocate for the CRC TiME and has been a
partner from day one. “We’re one of the biggest contributors
to the CRC and our people are active in various projects, as
well as review committees and steering committees,” says
Kim Ferguson, Practice Lead – Global Closure at BHP’s Resource
Centre for Excellence.
BHP has offered sites for testing and piloting of various
innovations aimed at improving the outcomes of mine closure
on a range of fronts, including environmental and safety.
“The breadth of transformation in mining economies is
significant,” Ms Ferguson says. “The CRC has a lot of projects
looking at closure from an environmental perspective, with a
lens of how closure can add value for the community, including
research into how to leave the land and associated natural
resources suitable for repurposing into something that can add
value to the economics of the community post mining. We also
need to make sure we are looking at collaborative economic
transformation options that are separate from the mine site.”
Ms Ferguson reminds us that mining is, and will remain, a vital
industry. “We’re a supply-demand industry, and demand for
future-facing commodities is forecast to grow for decades to
come,” she says. “When people buy a phone, solar panels, EVs,
medical devices, they are driving demand for minerals such as
copper and nickel. If you take mining away, our modern way of
life and pathway to global decarbonisation is not possible.”

ESG goals are front of mind for mining companies, and closure
is a vital aspect of that. “There is increasing awareness globally
that closure is not a problem you solve at the end of a mine’s
life, it’s a fundamental part of mine design, and of operational
decisions,” says Ms Ferguson.
“Right from the very beginning, we need to be making
informed decisions that consider the long-term risks and
opportunities,” she says. “We need to have a long-term view
for the full life-cycle of our sites. We are not the first people
using this land, and we won’t be the last. As an industry, we
need to be responsible and respectful temporary stewards of
the land.”

MINE CLOSURE PLANS NEED
TO BE JUST AS AGILE AS
THE OPERATIONS
Ms Ferguson says not only must closure be embedded into
the operational plan, it must be adapted and reported on
regularly. “Mining is a dynamic industry, constantly subject to
market forces, supply and demand trends, regulatory changes
and stakeholder expectations.”
So it goes that miners must be prepared to shift their closure
plans. “We must embed processes of reviewing and checking
that it’s still the right closure plan, and make sure that we keep
up with expectations, regulations and making the most of
emerging technology,” she says. “Part of my role as Practice
Lead is to keep up with current and emerging risks, including
ESG initiatives, knowing what’s important to our investors and
stakeholders, and ensuring all those considerations are put
into our closure plans.”
The CRC TiME has such an impressive “breadth of participation
that we can really kick some goals”, says Ms Ferguson.
“The CRC is bringing up the capability and the capacity of
all of the participants at the same time. With us all working
together towards the same goal, anything’s possible.”
DR JASON KIRBY
+61 8 8303 8478
jason.kirby@csiro.au

Companies recognise they have to be more open and
transparent to demonstrate their ESG commitments
to shareholders and investors, and show that they
are dealing with these complex closing challenges.
Our job is to work with them to help them.
Dr Guy Boggs, CRC TiME
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CRC TIME

CARE FOR COUNTRY:
THE ESSENTIAL INCLUSION
OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLE
AND THEIR KNOWLEDGE
Everyone agrees that it’s long overdue, but the CRC for Transformations in
Mining Economies (CRC TiME) is committed to ensuring that Indigenous
peoples are core partners in mine-closure plans. JANE NICHOLLS writes

Vanessa Elliott continues to be inspired by her elders. Elizabeth Jingle, Vanessa Elliott and Jeanette Jingle at the Mangkaja Arts Resource
Centre, Fitzroy Crossing.

“Approximately 70% of the Australian continent’s land mass is
in some way, shape or form linked by policy, deed or title to an
Indigenous estate,” says Vanessa Elliott, a director on the board
of the CRC for Transformations in Mining Economies (CRC TiME)
and a Jaru woman from Western Australia’s Kimberley region.
“Mining takes up significant land and the rights of First Nations
people intersect with it.”
Ms Elliott has worked in land-use planning and the resources
sector for more than 20 years and has expertise in sustainable
development, stakeholder management and life-cycle
planning for major projects. “Now, for me to want to continue
to progress an industry and not acknowledge the historical
disadvantage that same industry has had on First Nations
is simply asking us to put our head in the sand,” she says.
“We cannot as a nation continue to pretend we can’t see this.”
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She is in the right place to help drive change. “CRC TiME is
a planning organisation, an innovation organisation and a
change-management organisation, reengineering the way we
work together to improve the ecological and social outcomes
post mining,” she says. “We need to put First Nations front and
centre – there are legal and political reasons to do that, but
above all else, it’s the right thing to do. There is no one greater
impacted by mining activities than First Nations people.”
The impact on Country of mining goes beyond what’s visible.
“There are simple things, such as it takes three times as long to
hunt for a kangaroo because of the change of the landscape,
so there’s a cultural and food-security impact,” she says.
“In the Pilbara, mining towns are effectively private estates,
so the affordability to live there is an issue – the capacity to
move into home ownership in the Pilbara will never be realised
for many people.”

It’s obvious that elevating the voice of First Nations people
must be woven into the fabric of mine-closure discussion –
and the resources sector more broadly. While this recognition
is overdue, getting it right will take time. For that reason,
Ms Elliott is in no hurry to speed up the process in order to
ensure that all aspects – including inclusion, education, and
talent pipelines that convert the vocational experience of First
Nations people into research – are considered and addressed.
“The CRC TiME is best placed to lead this conversation, but
it’s going to take two to three years,” she says. “This is a reset
around how we do business and that’s why I chose to be on
CRC TiME’s board, but I refuse to operate like a bull out of the
gate. I’m interested in a nation- building conversation around
why First Nations people have been continually missed from
the architectural aspects of this industry, and as this industry
explores and receives the liabilities of closure, how can we
flip that script and ensure that First Nations voices are front
and centre.”
It’s an enormous undertaking. Ms Elliott feels “very much
supported by my board,” she says. “We are all reflecting on
our own experiences and why, at a peer level, we have not
had the benefit of having a First Nations colleague by our side.
This must be a for-purpose journey. This stuff isn’t easy, and
there’s no blueprint as no one’s done it yet.”
As the CRC TiME undertakes multiple research programs,
“I’m very cognisant of pace, and understanding that the
research into this won’t be in the same spectrum of tangibility
of some projects,” says Ms Elliott. “But if we can shift the dial
on what constitutes a normative working relationship where
First Nations actually feel included, we would do something
that no one’s ever done within this sector.”
Jim Walker (pictured) is acting
chair of the CRC TiME First
Nations Advisory Committee
and echoes Ms Elliott’s points.
“Indigenous knowledge
of Country has so much to
contribute,” says Mr Walker, who
is also a lecturer at the University
of Queensland in the School of
Earth and Environmental Sciences
and a man of the Yiman and
Goreng Goreng First Nations peoples. “With mine closures and
the rehabilitation of sites, I’ve seen an instance where a Cape
York site was being replanted, and they brought up seeds from
Victoria to do it.”
The lost opportunity was for local communities and the
operator, too – needless to say native Victorian flora were
not going to grow happily on Cape York. “The First Nations
communities in that area were already out there collecting
seeds from provenance plants,” he says. “If they’d engaged
with them from the start, they could have had nurseries going,
ready to rehabilitate the site in its natural form when the
mine closed.”
Mr Walker says it’s equally important to hear from local
Indigenous peoples at the beginning of a mine’s operation.

We need to put First Nations
front and centre – there are
legal and political reasons
to do that, but above all
else, it’s the right thing to
do. There is no one greater
impacted by mining activities
than First Nations people.
Ms Vanessa Elliott, CRC TiME
“Those same communities pointed out that when the site was
being cleared for mining, the operators didn’t allow them to
take the hard timber, which they could have used for jetties
and housing,” he says. “If you prepare at the beginning to
engage communities you can come up with a whole lot of
solutions to prepare for mine closures down the track.”
He says he wants to direct the conversation to the quadruple
bottom line, “cultural, social, environment, and economic …
the industries that we are involved with often highlight our
culture – land and water environmental management services,
bush foods and bio-medicine production, management of pest
species, biodiversity management and monitoring, forestry,
aquaculture, and ecotourism,” says Mr Walker.
“We rely on our culture to be preserved, it’s the drawcard to
the mitigation of detrimental impacts to land and waters both
regionally and nationally, so it’s equally important to hear from
First Nations peoples at the beginning of a mine’s operation.”
Involving First Nations people from day one of mine planning
will bring broad benefits. “We’re open for business, but
include us in the decision making,” he says. “We want to be
part of the solution.”
Ms Elliott says a laser focus is needed. “Everyone wants this,
but it’s not easy when you’re changing things and keeping
the business of mining going,” she says. “We need to make
space for this, and as part of the wellbeing indicators of mine
closure, participation cannot just be a principle, it must be an
investment item.”
She says inclusion of First Nations will bring the industry to
a sweet spot and a unique value proposition. “I’m looking at
every project within the CRC and asking, ‘What is your First
Nations inclusion measure?’,” says Ms Elliott. “I’m working
with the CRC leadership to make sure our system’s orientation
asks the right questions, to get people thinking about why
there have not been provisions for First Nations inclusion.
We need to develop a framework that builds in First Nations
inclusion to project design, modelling, execution and research.
First Nations have a philosophical understanding that when
you care for Country, Country cares for you.”
DR JASON KIRBY
+61 8 8303 8478
jason.kirby@csiro.au
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DATA-DRIVEN INSIGHTS

LEARNING FROM LISTENING
Built on a decade of research conducted in CSIRO, Voconiq is a data science and
community engagement company giving companies, industries, and institutions the
data to enhance their social licence to operate in the communities in which they work.
KEIRISSA LAWSON reports

BUILDING TRUST IN MINING
AND RESOURCES
Trust is the foundation to all good relationships. In business it
is an invaluable asset which can make the difference between
success and failure.
Building trust is not always easy. Once lost it becomes even
harder to regain. This is especially true for mining companies
and the communities they work alongside who understand
that with trust comes acceptance.
Referred to as a ‘social licence to operate’, mining companies
succeed when they secure local and ongoing acceptance
by the communities and stakeholders affected by their
operations. Projects plagued with community conflict can cost
companies billions of dollars in delays and in some cases halt
operations completely.
Growing and maintaining acceptance therefore becomes a
priority in the boardroom. But how can companies achieve
lasting trust?

BRINGING COMMUNITIES INTO
THE CONVERSATION
Australian company Voconiq has pioneered a new specialised
social science process, based on research by Australia’s
national science agency, CSIRO, which redefines social licence
to operate. Their approach brings voices of community
members inside the boardroom though data analytics from
community surveys. Using survey data collected in person and
online, Voconiq provides its customers with deeper insights
that go beyond ‘what’ community members think. It seeks to
understand ‘why’.
Tracking issues over time delivers data that delves into the
dynamic relationship between companies and communities.
It allows companies to shape and evaluate their social
performance strategies to focus on what matters most in their
relationship with communities.
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Voconiq has expanded from mainly servicing the
mining industry to significantly growing its presence in
the agriculture, infrastructure, renewable energy and
transmission infrastructure sectors, and local government.

Founding member and CEO of Voconiq, Dr Kieren Moffat,
says the data-driven insights are enabling stronger and more
constructive relationships.
“Organisations we work with want to have meaningful
relationships with the communities they operate within,”
Dr Moffat says.
“They want to be good neighbours, and not just listen, but
actively engage and work with communities to create mutually
beneficial outcomes.”

POWERED BY DATA

A SUCCESSFUL SPIN-OUT

Voconiq’s data-driven approach captures deep social insights
into community sentiment across time and locations and in
real time.

The growing success of Voconiq demonstrates the value of
CSIRO’s investment in science and innovation to address the
challenges of industry. Building upon a foundation of science
excellence and expertise, this new Australian enterprise is
providing valuable services to an expanding range of industries
to benefit the triple bottom line of prosperity, people and
the planet.

“We use world leading data analytic techniques enabled by
proprietary technology to aggregate and analyse survey data
to provide actionable insights in real time and over time,”
Dr Moffat says.
“Our data visualisation dashboards are customised in
collaboration with our customers to meet their needs.”
With many large resources companies headquartered far
from their operations, having oversight of issues affecting
local communities in a time responsive way can be tricky.
The Voconiq approach can track community engagement goals
in real time across multiple scales and locations: from remote
and regional areas to international locations. And even a global
pandemic didn’t get in the way.
“Having spent the last couple of years working with the
challenges and risks associated with COVID-19, Voconiq has
managed to grow strongly, demonstrating our resilience and
commitment to ensuring communities everywhere are still able
to be heard,” says Dr Moffat.

BEYOND MINING
AND RESOURCES
Over the last three years, Voconiq has also expanded from
mainly servicing the mining industry to significantly growing its
presence in the agriculture, infrastructure, renewable energy
and transmission infrastructure sectors, and local government.
It has also grown its international footprint and is currently
delivering its Local Voices service in 11 countries on five
continents with a strong development pipeline.
“Voconiq provides a unique global service affecting real
change in more than a hundred communities,” says Dr Moffat.
“Our aim for Voconiq is to continue growing sustainably and
deliver truly valuable service to our expanding client list,”
says Dr Moffat.
In the last year, the Voconiq team’s capability has increased
dramatically. They have added an advisory arm to provide
additional services and value to customers. For example,
Voconiq data is being used to inform social impact assessments
and develop social performance frameworks which prioritise
the needs of communities.

https://voconiq.com/

THE PATH TO VOCONIQ
Voconiq (originally known as Reflexivity) was born out of
the research capability of CSIRO’s social science expertise.
Recognising market demand for social science insights
to support social license to operate objectives, a project
team including Dr Kieren Moffat, Naomi Boughen, and
Dr Rolf Fandrich participated in the second cohort of
CSIRO’s ON program. ON was an accelerator program
designed for researchers to develop the skills they needed
to fast-track their technology and ideas into the market.
After participating in ON, the team won several significant
contracts with large mining companies, including Rio Tinto
and BHP, to deliver what became known as Local Voices.
Local Voices was developed as a way for community
members to confidentially speak into the mining
companies working alongside them in multiple regional
and remote locations across Australia and Latin America.
The team also made its first inroads into the agriculture
sector in Australia with a national project for the
Australian egg industry while in CSIRO.
In April 2019, Voconiq emerged as a standalone business
with the three original CSIRO teammates becoming
founding members.
As part of its agreement with CSIRO, Voconiq continued to
deliver projects on behalf of CSIRO. This allowed Voconiq
to navigate the ‘valley of death’ for new start-ups and
focus on growing the business.
In the last three years, Voconiq has grown significantly.
It now has 17 employees and a dozen more contractors
that work in partnership with Voconiq in Australia
and overseas.

Organisations we work with want to have meaningful
relationships with the communities they operate within.
Dr Kieran Moffat, Voconiq
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GREEN STEEL

STEELING OURSELVES:
HOW AUSTRALIA CAN
SUPPORT THE TRANSITION
TO NET‑ZERO STEEL

As the world’s largest iron ore producer, Australia has a major role in transitioning
steelmaking from around 7 per cent of global emissions to a net-zero emissions industry;
what progress are we making towards ‘green’ steel? FRAN MOLLOY explores
More than ninety per cent of Australia’s current iron ore
exports are mined from the deep red weathered Pilbara
landscape in Western Australia – and over 70 per cent of this
material is shipped to China, where it is made into iron in blast
furnaces using coke manufactured from coal, then further
processed into steel.
Australia mines almost half the world’s iron ore – and the
mineral is the nation’s largest single export revenue source,
bringing in A$153 billion last financial year; but with iron ore
prices falling to an 18-month low in December 2021 as China
lowered its steel production, Australia’s Chief Economist
forecasts that iron ore export earnings will fall to A$86 billion
by 2023–24.

THE CHALLENGE AND
OPPORTUNITY FOR
HIGH‑EMISSION STEEL
“Last year alone, 1.8 billion tonnes of steel were produced
globally; we can’t just flip a switch to implement net-zero
processing for steel,” says Andrew Jenkin, who is the Research
Director – Mineral Processing at CSIRO.
Not only must producers change their processes away from
traditional coke-fired blast furnaces, but the mining sector will
face changed demands for raw materials that can be used in
new fossil-free processes.

Steel is the world’s top engineering and construction metal,
and also the most recycled material in the world – and the
process of turning iron ore into steel currently contributes
around seven per cent of global greenhouse gas emissions.

The whole transition will also need global policy and economic
support – from market creation and subsidies, to support
for current stakeholders (particularly workers) to help them
transition fairly to new ways to make steel.

That puts steel production firmly on the global climate action
radar, prompting research and investment into lower-emission
and eventually net-zero emission steel manufacturing.

“Steel production relies on a massive installed capital base
of large-scale industrial assets,” Mr Jenkin says, noting
that globally, steel is used 20 times more than all other
metals combined.

But producing ‘green steel’ – that is, removing carbon
emissions from steel ¬– is a complex challenge.

The Australia’s Low Emissions Technology Statement (LETS) which
outlines Australia’s steps to achieve net zero emissions by 2050,
lists low emissions steel production as a priority technology.
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Most carbon emissions from steel occur in China , which
produces over one billion tonnes of steel a year in blast
furnaces – and in 2021, China purchased over 70 per cent
of Australia’s iron ore.

Steelmakers face international pressure to change their
carbon‑intensive processes, and as the largest supplier of
iron ore to China, Australia has a significant stake in how this
change takes place, as any change in world steel markets will
ripple through our own economy.

“From our research capability in iron ore characterisation and
processing technologies and pathways, to energy systems
such as hydrogen production using renewables, to our digital
traceability technologies, to comminution – which is the
grinding technologies for mineral processing,” he says.

Already, major iron ore producers are working with CSIRO
across a range of relevant areas to develop some of the key
technologies that will help get steel to net-zero, from lifting
ore grades, to hydrogen for energy and reduction to carbon
capture, Mr Jenkin says.

These various technologies will apply at different stages of
our transition to low-emission and then zero-emission steel
production, he adds – and there are already applications for
improved grinding technologies.

“Australia has the world’s best iron ore resources and supply
chains, highly innovative minerals processing expertise and
some of the world’s greatest renewable energy potential –
so we have a unique opportunity to reduce the emissions
associated with steelmaking,” he says.

GLOBAL STEEL GREW ON DIET
OF AUSTRALIAN ORE
Warren Flentje is CSIRO’s Industrial Decarbonisation Lead, and
says that a move towards ‘green steel’ is a priority for Australia.
“The global steel industry has grown up on a diet of Australian
ore – we are the number one exporter of iron ore in the
world,” he says.
“But as the world moves to green steel, Australia must change
the way we perform our role in this process. We need to
ensure that the material that we export is suitable for the new
technologies and processes for making green steel offshore.”
The federal government’s own Low Emissions Technology
Statement (LETS) – outlining Australia’s steps to achieve net
zero emissions by 2050 – lists low emissions steel production
as a priority technology.
The LETS aims for low emission steel production at under
$700 per tonne (based on the marginal cost) – to be
economically viable in the late 2020s, with its adoption
throughout the economy subject to capital development cycles.
Australia’s national greenhouse gas emissions are around
500 million tonnes per year – but the downstream emissions
associated with our iron ore exports, when converted into
steel, are three times that – around 1500 million tonnes per
year, he says.
“The green steel story for Australia, is not just about making
green steel onshore here – but about our much bigger role in
the international steel supply chain,” he says.
“We have both an opportunity to have a major emissions
impact, as well as an opportunity to create more value in
Australia and with our major trading partners, by developing
new technologies or processes for converting our ore into the
kind of feed that is suitable for the future steel industry.”
He says that by investing more heavily in pre-processing
technology, Australia can also help reduce the emissions used
in steel making in the near- to-medium term.
“CSIRO has a wide range of deep science capability in various
areas relevant to support a global shift to green steel, which
we are starting to bring together,” he says.

“Something like three per cent of the world’s energy goes to
smashing things into smaller bits,” he says.
Miners can make significant savings in energy, transport and
waste costs by using renewable energy to pre-process minerals
at a mine site, he says – and CSIRO’s resources research has
made a big contribution to many of these processes.

CSIRO PROJECTS UNDERWAY
The scope of projects underway at CSIRO which will help to
transition to net-zero or green steel is very broad; these include:
Direct support for Australian iron ore producers: The Carbon
Steel Materials program within CSIRO Minerals Business Unit
supports the Australian iron ore industry with laboratories and
pilot-scale test facilities to improve product characterisation,
processing, and physical/metallurgical assessment.
One example is sintering tests which help miners to improve
the iron-ore content of their material, but also to advise on
how the iron ore can best be processed.
Dry Slag Granulation: A CSIRO technology which is currently
being scaled up to full commercial in China by industry partner
MCCE, Dry Slag Granulation harvests blast furnace waste and
converts it into a new product to make cement, reducing
carbon emissions and water use along the way. The technology
has been operating since 2019 producing 20 tonnes of product
per hour, in a semi‑industrial plant in China.
Self-sustaining pyrolysis: One of the challenges for green
steel in the short term, is finding a replacement for coal in
the blast furnace which can still sustain the reducing process.
Working with industry partners, CSIRO has developed a
self‑sustaining slow pyrolysis process to produce charcoal that
can be tailored to steel and other metal production. This process
uses heat from pyrolysis reactions in biomass feedstocks within
the furnace, lowering production costs and generating valuable
by-products such as bio-oil and bio-gas. The current pilot-scale
facility can produce up to 1000 tonnes of charcoal per year and
can lower blast furnace emissions by two to three per cent.
HILT CRC: CSIRO is a founding partner in the new
Heavy‑Industry Low Carbon Transition Cooperative Research
Centre (HILT CRC), funded in 2021 with a ten-year commitment
of over $200 million in government and industry funds.
Research engineer Dr Andrew Beath, who leads CSIRO’s
Solar Thermal Applications team, will lead research in HILT
CRC’s Process Technologies program, bringing expertise in
modelling solar thermal and hybrid biomass technologies for
power generation.
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CHANGING MARKETS AND THE
PRE-PRODUCTION MISSION
With just two operating steelworks, the BlueScope Port Kembla
Steelworks (producing 2.6 million tonnes of steel each year)
and Liberty One Whyalla Steelworks (1.2 million tonnes per
year) – most of Australia’s steel-linked carbon emissions occur
in mining, pre-processing and shipping iron ore.
Keith Vining, CSIRO’s Group Lead for the Carbon Steel Materials
research group, says that while our end-game is zero emissions
steel, realistically demand for iron ore for established blast
furnaces will continue for the next three decades – however
the market is changing.
“Australia has several quite distinct iron ore resources, with
most of our exports currently a hematite iron ore out of the
Pilbara,” he says.
Mr Vining says that it is currently challenging to separate the
Pilbara-sourced iron-bearing minerals from the ‘gangue’ or
waste minerals, making the ore more expensive to process.

Steel is the world’s top engineering and construction metal,
and also the most recycled material in the world.
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Other iron ore deposits include high-grade magnetite in South
Australia – an ore that is more suitable for alternative steel
processes such as Direct Reduced Iron (DRI) shaft technologies,
which can use a gas-powered furnace rather than coal.
“With demand for iron ore high, Australian exports thrived –
but as the market shrinks, and there is more availability of
scrap steel and our trading partners try to push down their
carbon emissions, they will naturally gravitate towards higher
grade materials which potentially reduces the export market
for Australia,” Mr Vining says.
“There’s significant incentive for Australia to provide a
higher-grade material so that we simultaneously protect
our market share, we assist our partners in reducing their
carbon emissions and we position ourselves for the future
of steelmaking.”
All of these goals can be achieved by increasing the grade of
material that we export, he says.
“Instead of exporting whatever we dig up, we are now exploring
how we can process and be selective about our iron ore and
turning it into a premium product, using renewable energy.”

GREEN STEEL AROUND
THE WORLD
Around 70 per cent of steel currently produced globally is
made in blast furnaces, where iron ore is layered with coke
(super‑heated metallurgical coal) in a blast furnace at around
1500°C, creating liquid iron and slag (waste impurities). A further
25 per cent of steel is produced from scrap in electric furnaces.
Various emerging technologies promise to transition global
steelmaking to a low-emission and eventually net-zero
emission process.
Last year, Hybrit Development – a Swedish ‘green steel’
technology venture – announced their first customer delivery
of fossil-fuel-free steel, made in a renewables-powered
hydrogen gas furnace.
HYBRIT (Hydrogen Breakthrough Ironmaking Technology) is
currently trialling at demonstration scale but will shift to full
commercial production in 2026, aiming to have a completely
fossil-free steel making process in operation by 2035.
“Sweden produces around 30 million tonnes of iron ore
per year, which is mostly high-grade magnetite with few
contaminants, while Australia mines around 900 million
tonnes,” says Mr Flentje.
“For green steel to have impact on a global scale, we need a
solution for Australian ores.”
US firm Boston Metal has developed a promising carbon-free
steel production process called Molten Oxide Electrolysis
(MOE) which uses direct electric current to separate low- and
mid-grade iron ore fines directly into high purity molten iron.
The process is several years away from commercial application.
A December 2021 report by BloombergNEF notes that
increased use of recycled steel would play an essential role in
transitioning global steel production to net zero emissions,
and estimated that additional technology investments could
cost up to US$278 billion.
The report predicts that recycled steel would account for
around 45 per cent of steel production by 2050. BloombergNEF
also claims that green hydrogen is in line to be the cheapest
production method for steel by 2050, potentially accounting
for around 30 per cent of the market, and the rest from a
combination of older, coal-fired plants fitted with carbon
capture systems, and potentially from electric arc furnaces
powered by renewable energy.

CSIRO’s pilot scale agglomeration plant at Queensland Centre for
Advanced Technologies, Brisbane.

Mr Jenkin points out that Australia can also make a
significant impact by sharing some of our technology and
emission‑lowering strategies with large steel economies, such
as India, which is the world’s second largest steel producer.
The recently-announced India-Australia Green Steel Partnership
is a five-year program funding CSIRO research to support
commercialisation of technology that will help reduce global
greenhouse gas emissions in steel production and mutually
benefit India and Australia.
“We’ve got a fair idea of the international landscape for
green steel, and CSIRO also have a range of capabilities and
technologies in this space,” says Mr Jenkin.
“We’ll be taking a portfolio approach; yes, we will probably
make green steel in Australia at some point, but the biggest
way we can move the dial on emissions from steel production,
is to upgrade our iron ore and make it as high quality as
possible,” he says.
“Let’s go for the big stuff, and fish for Marlin – we are the
biggest iron ore exporter in the world, so this is how we can
make the biggest impact in the most effective way.”
MR ANDREW JENKIN
+61 3 9545 2499
andrew.jenkin@csiro.au

As the world moves to green steel, Australia must change the
way we perform our role in this process. We need to ensure that
the material that we export is suitable for the new technologies
and processes for making green steel offshore.
Warren Flentje, CSIRO
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RESPONSIBLE INNOVATION

UNLOCKING HYDROGEN’S
HUMAN ELEMENT
Asked to form an opinion on hydrogen, some minds will invoke the Hindenburg airship
burning to the ground in black and white. Others may recall the hydrogen Hummer driven
by Governor Schwarzenegger, or a first viewing of the periodic table, top-left occupied by
an “H”. But with hydrogen a growing part of Australia’s plan to reach net zero greenhouse
emissions by 2050, CSIRO research is asking, will we get behind it? TIM CONNELL writes
An industry’s public acceptance is more crucial than the
materials that power it, a reality that has prompted CSIRO’s
Responsible Innovation Future Science Platform to take a
closer look at hydrogen. The timing seems, suddenly, more
urgent. May’s federal budget included $1.3 billion for low
emissions steel, carbon capture and storage technology and,
and hydrogen fuel. Days earlier, NSW, Victoria and Queensland
had committed to an east coast hydrogen refuelling network
for trucks. CSIRO’s own Hydrogen Industry Mission is aiming
to drive down the cost of hydrogen production to under
$2 per kilogram, making the fuel more affordable and helping
to position Australia to lead the world in exporting hydrogen
by 2030.
But with hydrogen energy and its uses in their infancy, people’s
acceptance of the technology is difficult for researchers to
explain. For answers, CSIRO research is looking to psychology.
As a mainly unknown quantity, hydrogen enjoys the
benefit of the doubt in Australia. That is the assessment
of Dr Mitchell Scovell, CSIRO Postdoctoral Fellow.
Among Dr Scovell’s published research through the
Responsible Innovation and Hydrogen Energy Systems Future
Science Platforms is a review of studies looking at hydrogen
acceptance. He found that past research, primarily conducted
overseas, suggests the perceived effects of hydrogen
technologies (i.e., the degree to which they are seen as
dangerous, beneficial and costly), and the associated emotions,
are strong predictors of people’s acceptance. It’s still early days
for the hydrogen industry in Australia but it’s important to
ensure Australians are on board from the beginning.
“Research to date suggests that people like the idea of using
hydrogen as an energy source, but they want to know a bit
more about it and how it might affect their life before they
make up their mind about hydrogen” Dr Scovell says.
“I think it will be important to consider how specific
communities may express different levels of support based on
the type of technology they may be living near and impacts it
may have on the community. For example, the water required
to make hydrogen may be more or less of a concern for people
depending on where they live.”
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Hydrogen energy may be a mystery to most, but humans
have been forming attitudes about new technologies since
the first nervous sparks from our newfangled flintstones.
Most psychologists tend to agree, says Dr Scovell, that our
attitudes are explained by our beliefs, feelings and behaviours.
If someone has a strong positive attitude towards hydrogen
cars their thoughts, feelings and behaviours usually inform this
attitude. For example, “I think hydrogen cars are good for the
environment; I feel proud driving a hydrogen car; I have driven
a hydrogen car in the past”.
For Dr Scovell, it’s a theory that helps explain why we think
about many things – people, technology and places – in either
a positive or negative way. Furthermore, our differences as
individuals go some way to explaining why we support the
use of some technologies but not others. Our differences of
opinion about technologies come down to how we think about
their risks, costs and benefits, and our broader values as well
as the information sources we rely on shape our beliefs about
those things. But so far, finds Dr Scovell, it’s unclear which
context-specific beliefs underpin attitudes towards hydrogen.
For many who imagine a hydrogen future, visions of that future
are dominated by evolutions in transport. There are good
reasons for that. The three-state “hydrogen highways” strategy
could change truck transportation on the eastern seaboard,
especially if green hydrogen can be made competitive.
While the case for hydrogen cars is not as economically strong
yet, they are not inconceivable. Nor are hydrogen planes.
But, says Dr Scovell, past research of hydrogen acceptance has
focused on its transport applications, perhaps at the expense
of understanding how people think about other components of
the hydrogen value chain. Hydrogen can be used to store energy
to balance electricity grids, for domestic heating, as a chemical
feedstock, and in refining and manufacturing. With a range of
applications could come a host of communities in line to host
new hydrogen manufacturing, infrastructure and jobs. This, says
Dr Scovell, shapes as a critical period for an undecided public.
“From past research looking at other industries we know that it
will be important for stakeholders involved with the hydrogen
industry to develop community trust. That is, communities
will want to know that the companies involved are competent,
operate with integrity and will keep the community’s best
interest in mind,” Dr Scovell says.

(L–R) CSIRO Chief Executive Dr Larry Marshall with Hydrogen
Industry Mission Engagement and Strategy Lead, Dr Vicky Au,
and Hydrogen Industry Mission Lead, Dr Patrick Hartley.

“But we don’t yet fully understand what factors may be
uniquely important for developing trust and acceptance for
a hydrogen industry.”
There are already lessons to be learned. Whether it’s coal seam
gas or genetically modified organisms, time and time again
we have seen that community engagement and education are
paramount when it comes to social license.
Research conducted in Australia by the University of
Queensland shows that people are supportive of using
hydrogen if safety is prioritised, and the industry provides jobs
and economic benefits for regional communities.
For Dr Fiona Simon, chief executive of the Australian Hydrogen
Council, the amount and quality of employment a hydrogen
industry can offer will help decide its level of acceptance.

“Social licence questions that, for me, will end up being vital
would be around how the communities think about the energy
transition as a whole, and how they think of the trade-offs they
would need to make in the long term. Would you be more
positive about a hydrogen market if it meant your family had a
job in the local steelworks for the next 30 years, than if it was
a boom-and-bust environment that brought a few short-term
construction jobs? Social licence is political.”
As Australians gradually discover the potential of the most
common element in the universe, CSIRO’s Responsible
Innovation Future Science Platform will continue to learn
how the human element shapes the industry.
DR MITCHELL SCOVELL
mitchell.scovell@csiro.au

“I think the future for social acceptance of hydrogen is going
to have a lot to do with jobs and how we understand quality
jobs,” Dr Simon says.

I think the future for social acceptance of
hydrogen is going to have a lot to do with
jobs and how we understand quality jobs.
Dr Fiona Simon, Australian Hydrogen Council
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FUTURE SCIENCE

LOCKING
AWAY CARBON
PERMANENTLY

A new research initiative in CSIRO is
working on ways to accelerate the natural
Carbon Cycle to decrease atmospheric
carbon levels and create a permanent
and safe solution. RUTH DAWKINS writes

Our year has started with devastating floods in Eastern
Australia and a deluge of headlines about the latest IPCC
report. It has never been clearer that we need to move
quickly towards net zero emissions. Unless we do, the social,
environmental and economic costs of climate change will
continue to rise. To make a successful Net Zero transition,
permanent, scalable, and cost-effective solutions to deal
with atmospheric carbon are essential – and an exciting
new CSIRO initiative might just be on track to provide them.

CARBONLOCK
The Permanent Carbon Locking Future Science Platform – also
known as CarbonLock – has been established to develop new
and innovative ways to remove carbon from the atmosphere
and permanently lock it away. It will bring together expertise
from across CSIRO, including Oceans and Atmosphere, Energy,
Mineral Resources and Manufacturing.
“It’s a really exciting venture,” says Dr Andrew Lenton, Director
of CarbonLock.

“Future Science Platforms represent a significant long-term
investment into science and innovation that has the potential
to turn challenges into opportunities and transform Australia’s
future. CarbonLock will complement other CSIRO initiatives
such as the Toward Net Zero Mission – but while their focus
of other initiatives is close-to-market technologies, we will
drive radical innovation at the nexus of biology, chemistry and
engineering to develop the novel technologies of tomorrow.”
CarbonLock’s multidisciplinary research program will be
inspired by principles from the natural world, where carbon
naturally cycles through reservoirs like rocks, oceans and
organisms, into the atmosphere and back again. It aims to
develop a pipeline of early-stage integrated negative emissions
technologies that can accelerate those natural carbon
cycle processes.
The three main areas of interest for CarbonLock are:
1. Long term carbon storage, including through mineral
carbonation and ocean-based storage
2. Enhanced removal of atmospheric carbon via biological
process or engineered direct capture methods
3. Novel integration of capture and storage methods
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TURNING CARBON DIOXIDE
INTO STONE
Mineral carbonation is the term for naturally occurring
chemical reactions that convert carbon dioxide (CO2) captured
from the atmosphere to benign and relatively inert carbonate
minerals. The CO2 binds with the calcium and magnesium‑rich
minerals in mafic and ultramafic rocks (igneous rocks that
are rich in magnesium and iron) and becomes a solid. It is,
in simple-terms, a way of turning carbon dioxide into rock.
Although carbon mineralisation already takes place naturally
over geological time, new research and technological
enhancements have the potential to significantly expand
and accelerate this process, making it feasible to achieve CO2
storage on a much larger scale and in a much shorter time.
This technology can be used in two ways: in-situ and ex-situ.

AUSTRALIA’S ADVANTAGE
FOR MINERAL CARBONATION
SOLUTIONS
Ex-situ mineral carbonation refers to processes that take place
at the Earth’s surface, especially using mine waste materials as
the proxy; whereas in-situ processes refer to those that take
place in underground CO2 storage formations.
According to Dr Lenton, there is enormous potential in
Australia for applying both technologies.
“Australia has a huge landmass and we have an enormous
untapped resource in terms of our large bodies of ultramafic
rocks,” says Dr Lenton.
“For in-situ mineral carbonation, much of the initial work that
needs to be done will be fundamental science – there’s a lot
of mapping and modelling to be done so we really understand
our reserves. Similar work has been taking place in British
Columbia – identifying and analysing the distribution and
volume of ultramafic rocks, then assessing their potential to
and store carbon dioxide.”
But ex-situ mineral carbonation is also an approach that aligns
well with existing Australian industries and infrastructure.

One application would be to treat mine waste materials such
as tailings. Companies mining ultramafic rocks – at a nickel
mine, for example – could use what was previously considered
waste to permanently store CO2 emitted from their mining
operations, providing both economic and environmental
benefits. When you look at mine tailings, you can already see
the change taking place naturally, with new rock-forming on
the surface.
“It’s likely the best use of ex-situ technology might be on
a mining or industrial site where carbon dioxide could be
captured and mineralised onsite,” says Dr Lenton.
“The really exciting thing about that is that there may be
other environmental co-benefits. If we are looking at mining
tailings containing asbestos, for example, maybe we can lock
up asbestos and reduce the risks associated with that being
exposed. The same applies to other methods of long-term
storage. If we are looking at ocean storage, can we do that
in a way that helps reduce ocean acidification?”

CSIRO SCIENCE UNDERPINS
THE SOLUTION
While there are countless questions that will need to be
addressed over the course of the CarbonLock research program,
there are few organisations better placed than CSIRO to address
those complexities. The breadth and depth of knowledge across
individual Business Units, along with a longstanding reputation
for scientific rigour and a proven ability to develop fruitful
stakeholder relationships, mean that the challenges of a Future
Science Platform feel more thrilling than daunting to Dr Lenton.
“There is an element of risk involved of course,” he says.
“But we know we need to be doing more than business as usual.
We will have a portfolio of projects that create new capabilities
and Australia-specific solutions to the Net Zero challenge.
We will be nurturing a cohort of early career researchers and
hopefully training the workforce of the future – the Net Zero
professionals. We know what the risks are of not succeeding,
and while we might not know yet exactly how we’re going to
get there, I’m confident that we will. I reckon we can lick this.”
DR ANDREW LENTON
+61 3 6232 5472
andrew.lenton@csiro.au

If we are to avoid the worst impacts of climate change,
breakthroughs and innovation in permanent carbon
removal are needed. The future science and capability
to be developed in this FSP have the potential to
underpin new industries and reshape existing industries.
Dr Andrew Lenton, CSIRO
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TAILINGS MANAGEMENT

TAILINGS, AN EMERGING
MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Tailings are a conspicuous part of the mining industry’s global footprint.
Created as by-product from the processing and extraction of valuable
minerals and metals from mined ore, tailings form a liquid slurry of fine
mineral particles that is pumped to vast tailings storage facilities (TSFs)
where it accumulates for years or even decades. IAIN COPP reports
But such stockpiles are inherently unstable if poorly managed.
Every TSF has its own innate problems caused by local
climate, topography, hydrology and the physical and chemical
properties of the tailings themselves.
Although tailings management has improved significantly over
the last few decades, the recent 2019 tragedy of Brumadinho
dam in Brazil was a bleak and urgent reminder to the mining
industry of their environmental, social, and corporate
governance (ESG) responsibilities.
The Brazilian disaster resulted in 259 deaths and 11 missing
persons, caused when a catastrophic failure of the tailings
storage facility released more than 11.7 million cubic meters
of tailings, which surged from the mine site, through the
countryside to the local town, resulting in over 8 km of
environmental destruction.

RESETTING THE AGENDA
In 2020, impelled by such devastating tragedies, the ‘Global
Industry Standard on Tailings Management’ was established,
seeking to achieve the ultimate goal of zero harm to people
and the environment, with zero tolerance for human fatality.
It aims to prevent catastrophic failure and enhance the safety
of TSFs across the globe.

“We’ve also had CSIRO researchers working on many other
aspects, from pumping and transportation of tailings, to their
bacterial treatment to destroy any residual acid mine-drainage
activity. But the difference today is the shift in focus from
storage to what can we do differently,” remarks Dr Fawell.
Amira Global is addressing the global tailings challenge
through a holistic and interconnected work program – the
‘Amira Collaboration on Tailings’.
Through its eclectic membership of major, mid-tier and
small‑cap mining companies, service suppliers and consultants,
Amira is responding to the industry’s mega challenges in
three-priority areas: avoiding catastrophic failure through
monitoring and containment; tailings repurposing that results
in a step-change in existing tailings volumes; step-changes in
the characterisation, extraction and processing of material
in the production of tailings volume.
Dr Jacqui Coombes, CEO and MD of Amira Global explains,
“There is an urgency by the mining industry to deal with
tailings, which is a response to their social license to operate
within an ESG framework, and a readiness in society to really
take responsibility. It’s a maturing of the industry, where it’s the
right thing to do, not because somebody is telling us to do it.”

Solving the many problems that comes with tailings goes
well beyond simply better management of TSFs. Innovative
solutions are needed that challenge traditional practises,
looking at the entire mining chain to develop and trial new
technologies and processes.

‘’Amira has been involved in 70 projects over the last two to
three decades, so although there is an urgency, it’s important
to recognise that the mining industry has actually been
investing in preparing for these hard responses to tailings
issue for many years through investing and collaborating with
researchers. And CSIRO has a long history of working with
Amira on many of these projects,’’ says Dr Coombes.

Team Leader Phil Fawell from CSIRO Mineral Resources stresses,
“There is an emerging philosophy that storing tailings long
term should be the last possible choice. The grand vision is we
should also be looking at other solutions, such as elimination
of tailings, further processing, and minimising emissions from
these facilities.”

Dr Coombes clarifies that, ‘’In the past it wasn’t framed as an
ESG issue, but certainly the intent behind it was to improve
productivity, to use less water, to use less energy. So, although
it clearly is an ESG issue today, there is also a real financial cost
of maintaining tailings. If you can reduce that cost, then it just
makes good business sense.”

CSIRO has been working on tailings for decades. Dr Fawell
has spent more than 25 years investigating gravity thickening
during ore processing, trying to achieve better flocculation
and dewatering of tailings then sent off to TSFs.

Amira’s current projects range from how to manage large‑scale
TSFs; developing technologies to recycle the water from
these facilities and reduce mine-water consumption; and how
to change tailings makeup so that liquefaction and water
consumption can be reduced.
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New technologies need developing to recover precious water
before it reaches storage facilities and is lost to evaporation.
Image credit: Andreas Monch

A NEW APPROACH
Although tailings come with a range of problems, they
can be a good source for an emerging market of valuable
products. CSIRO has several projects investigating the reuse
and reprocessing of tailings. Work by Philip Ofori, Senior
Research Engineer at CSIRO’s Sustainable Mining Technologies
Program has looked at repurposing coal industry tailings into
geopolymer concrete.
The potential benefits are a drastic reduction in tailings
volumes and additional revenue for miners. Other researchers
are investigating ways to recover higher value by-products,
such as forming zeolites from clay-rich lithium tailings.
However, as Dr Fawell argues, ‘’One of the dangers about
primarily focusing on reuse and reprocessing of tailings is that
we’re essentially treating it as a legacy issue – now we have
these tailings, what are we’re going to do with them? What we
should be thinking is how do we change what we do upstream
to make the whole process better.”
‘’We should be developing entire ‘snout-to-tail’ flowsheet
for future mining operations and identifying upfront what
products we can ultimately produce or recover from the
tailings, and thereby minimise mining waste,” says Dr Fawell.

To support this, Dr Fawell and his team are currently working
towards a totally new approach to mathematical modelling
flocculation and dewatering on these upstream solutions to
better predict and optimise tailings suspension properties
that are delivered to TSFs. Such modelling has previously
been unable to capture broad particle-size distributions or
distinguish between large particles and flocculated aggregates
of similar size that have very different properties.
‘’Taking advantage of very specific small-scale laboratory tests,
the model stores a wealth of information about every particle
and aggregate. We can then predict how the flocculated state
shifts when tailings properties change,” says Dr Fawell.
‘’We’re hoping to deliver new measurement protocols
and a new modelling interface for people to better design
process flowsheets. You’re also able to evaluate alternative
processing and hydrometallurgy options that delivers better
downstream solutions.’’
Ultimately, such innovation aims to reduce the quantities of
both tailings and water delivered to TSFs. ‘’Deliver too much
material and you risk vast quantities of very fluid tailings,”
warned Dr Fawell. He is currently working with Amira Global
on a major project proposal to further advance this modelling.
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THE MOST PRECIOUS
COMMODITY
In many mining operations, fresh, reusable water is one of the
most valuable components recovered from tailings, especially
in Australia where aridity, high evaporation and poor-quality
groundwater conditions are often encountered.
As Dr Coombes explains, ‘’The water issue is particularly
important as we move into a world that is facing climate
uncertainty. And in that uncertainty, if you have a tailings
facility with half of it made up of water, then you’re locking
away a valuable resource that the community is entitled to and
could access. This is an important part of the evolving circular
economy that the world now operates within.”
Principal Research Scientist Dr Ramesh Thiruvenkatachari
from CSIRO’s Centre for Advanced Technologies heads a water
treatment research team that is recovering freshwater from
mine wastewater using forward osmosis – reverse osmosis
(FO–RO) technology. CSIRO and mining companies have
partnered in the development stages of this FO–RO technology
for over 12 years. Maximising water recovery from tailings not
only reduces freshwater usage, but also minimises the TSF
footprint and reduces reliance on chemical and mechanical
dewatering methods.
“By combining forward and reverse osmosis processes, we
can minimise the conventional pre-treatment requirements
of reverse osmosis for mine wastewater treatment. At our
trial site we were able to recover 90–95% reusable water
from highly turbid coal-mine impacted water, minimising the
pre‑treatment train and reducing the volume of waste. Treating
mine-impacted water then enables mining companies to safely
discharge it into the environment,” says Dr Thiruvenkatachari.

‘’We’re also looking at it from a water resource point of view,
recovering some of that water to reuse in the mining operation
or for irrigation and livestock, thereby relieving dependence
on the freshwater resource.”
Dr Thiruvenkatachari stresses that minimising mine water
use and recovering it before it reaches TSFs and is lost to
evaporation is where new technologies need to be applied.
‘’By dewatering tailings, we are also able to concentrate those
remaining valuable elements and potentially make them viable
for recovery.”
‘’Within each mining operation, we’re looking at the
characteristics of the mine-impacted water, where the
recovered water is going to be used and what facilities are
available at the mine site. It’s a combination of these aspects
and trying to develop technologies around them,” says
Dr Thiruvenkatachari.
The water treatment research team is also now looking at
legacy mine sites where water can be recovered from disused
mine pits and TSFs. This is a particularly important remediation
application as many sites have saline and acid mine-drainage
problems that require suitable treatment, preferably with
minimum chemical usage and maximising energy efficiency.
Dr Thiruvenkatachari is quietly philosophical about the crucial
role that CSIRO and the mining industry have in dealing with
mine-impacted water and tailings. ‘’There is a need out there
to deal with them in a sustainable way. That’s what drives us.
We need to look further and try to solve those problem gaps.
This is our role.”
DR PHILIP FAWELL
+61 8 9334 8024
phillip.fawell@csiro.au

There is an urgency by the mining industry to deal with
tailings, which is a response to their social license to
operate within an ESG framework, and a readiness in
society to really take responsibility. It’s a maturing of the
industry, where its’s the right thing to do, not because
somebody is telling us to do it.
Dr Jacqui Coombes, Amira Global
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SOCIAL LICENCE TO OPERATE

CSIRO’S GISERA
In 2011 Queensland’s third major coal seam gas (CSG) project was given the
green light, heralding a $70 billion development boom that delivered a major new
resource export industry and jobs growth opportunity for Queensland and Australia.
PAUL CUNNINGHAM reports
But the rapid pace of construction and development in central
and south-east Queensland brought with it rapid change
that at times threatened to overwhelm previously quiet
agricultural communities.
Development occurred so quickly and on such a broad scale
that communities and government were concerned potential
impacts on the environment, communities, resources such
as water, and established industries such as agriculture were
neither understood nor addressed.
With debate over CSG becoming increasingly polarised, the
industry recognised that a social licence to operate went to the
very heart of sustainable co-existence with landholders and
community groups alike.
And central to this was the related issues of trust and access
to independent information about issues of concern to
landholders and local communities.
CSIRO’s Gas Industry Social and Environmental Research
Alliance (GISERA) was established in 2011 to meet this urgent
need for independent, peer-reviewed and publicly available
research into the social and environmental impacts of
Queensland’s CSG industry.
Drawing on a combination of funding from CSIRO, industry,
and governments, over the past decade GISERA has used
an innovative governance model to conduct more than
70 research projects costing over $55 million and involving
hundreds of CSIRO scientists and research specialists.

CSIRO researchers checking air quality monitoring equipment

“To their credit, our partner companies understand and fully
support the important majority role that independent and
community members play in deciding research focus areas and
funding approval decisions,” said Barrett.
“All our research is carried out by CSIRO, Australia’s leading
science agency, subject to peer review and made publicly
available on the GISERA website.”
From its original Queensland focus, GISERA is now a national
organisation, with research projects underway in Queensland,
New South Wales, South Australia, Western Australia and the
Northern Territory.

This research focused a scientific spotlight on the impacts
of onshore gas development in seven key areas of interest
to local communities: surface and groundwater; agricultural
land management; greenhouse gases and air quality; social
and economic issues; health impacts; terrestrial biodiversity;
and the marine environment.

GISERA’s industry partners comprise Australia Pacific LNG,
QGC, Santos, and Origin Energy. The Australian Government’s
Department of Industry, Science, Energy and Resources
and the governments of New South Wales, South Australia,
Queensland, Western Australia and the Northern Territory are
all funding contributors.

GISERA Director and Research Director of CSIRO Energy
Resources, Dr Damian Barrett, said the creation of GISERA
reflected a desire by community, industry and government to
apply CSIRO’s independent scientific rigour to investigate social
and environmental issues of interest to community members.

GISERA’s governance model includes clear safeguards in the
GISERA partner agreement around CSIRO’s ability to publish
independent peer reviewed scientific research, and research
advisory committees (RACs) that determine where project
funds are spent and are majority controlled by independent
and community members.

“The key to GISERA’s success is its unique governance model,”
Dr Barrett said. “It was critically important from the outset
to develop an alliance agreement and structure which gave
control of decision-making processes to community and
independent representatives.”

The RACs comprise representatives of local community
groups, CSIRO, and industry parties operating in the region,
and can have subject specialists appointed to ensure the
research agenda delivers public good research and meets
the expectations of a wide range of stakeholders.
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Membership of each RAC is weighted in favour of community
representatives, with ratio limits set on the number of industry
and CSIRO representatives. This ensures that RAC decisions and
research focus address community priorities.
In addition to the State and Territory RACs, a National Research
Advisory Committee is being established to consider projects
of national interest that stretch across states and territories.

All GISERA research results are made publicly available
and promoted to relevant stakeholder groups.
An excellent example of the effectiveness of this approach
is studies completed in Queensland which responded to
community, government and industry concern about the
potential impacts of hydraulic fracturing activities on air,
water and soil.
The Queensland RAC determined this should be a research
priority, and industry fully supported the research proposals
with a GISERA industry partner (Origin) providing CSIRO
researchers with unrestricted access to hydraulic fracturing
operations, thus ensuring highly accurate data.

It was critically important from
the outset to develop an alliance
agreement and structure which
gave control of decision-making
processes to community and
independent representatives.
Dr Damian Barrett, GISERA

The success of GISERA’s governance approach is reflected
in the Australian Government Productivity Commission
Resources Sector Regulation report (draft, March 2020), which
said GISERA has made a “positive contribution by providing
information and research that is conducted independently
from the regulators and proponents of resources projects.”
Take a closer look: gisera.csiro.au
DR DAMIAN BARRETT
+61 2 6246 5856
damian.barrett@csiro.au

As Australia’s national science agency
and innovation catalyst, CSIRO is
solving the greatest challenges through
innovative science and technology.
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